


ANY ADVENTURE, ONE CAMPER 

Embrace a higher level of camping with  
all the versatility, comfort, and ease of use 

you only dreamed of — until now.

Designed to last a lifetime. 
Your journey starts here.

 



Experience the Unexpected 

Campinawe comes fully equipped  
to hit the road with every amenity  
you need and room for anything you 
want. Expect more and focus on your 
next destination. 

Enjoy the journey, prepare 
for adventure



    The exterior panels  
used in Campinawe’s 

      body are rated to outperform 
the human body with an effective 
temperature rating of -40 to  
240 degrees.

Campinawe’s proprietary composite body 
reduces weight and sits on top of our industry 
leading heavy duty powder coated steel
chassis – all while staying under 2,000 lbs. 

Made for the road less traveled

Built to Go Anywhere Built to Go Anywhere 



Camping at its Finest 

Enjoy unsurpassed comfort with a 
real queen size gel-infused memory 
foam mattress and space for at least 
two people to relax. Couple that with 
10X more storage than Campinawe’s 
competitors, and you can bring all 
the comforts of home to the  
great outdoors.

No matter how lost you get, 
never compromise on a 
good night’s sleep



To simplify your experience,  
Campinawe maintenance is as easy  
as charging the battery and routinely  
checking your caulk seams, hubs,  
and bearings. 

Its 1910 lbs dry weight, extendable 
tongue, and adjustable height hitch 
means towing is always under your  
control.  With a height that can fit  
in a standard single car garage, we  
take the hassle out of ownership. 

Don’t let your camper own you, 
own your camping experience

Overall dimensions: 14’10” (L) x 7’ (W) x 6’11” (H)

Interior dimensions: 11’ (L) x 5’1” (W) x 4’7” (H)

Capacity: 2+ Adults

Dry weight: 1,910 lbs.

GVWR: 3,500 lbs. (w/ brakes)

GAWR: 3,500 lbs.

Cargo Capacity: 1,590 lbs.

Ground Clearance: 18”

With more than a century’s worth 
of innovation, experience, and  

dedication backing up each camper  
you can rest assured that no matter how 
you may camp, your Campinawe will be  
with you every step of the way. 

The Outdoors Made Easy 



Our commitment to building safe, reliable 
and trustworthy products is ensured 
through the National Association of 
Trailer Manufacturers’ (NATM)  

compliance verification program (CVP). 
Each Campinawe comes with an NATM decal 

located on the front stating it is certified and in compliance 
with all federal guidelines and regulations. 

For more information on the CVP program, visit NATM.com.

Intuitive Design and Construction 

Every Campinawe is built with state of the art  
construction, superior materials, and top of the  
line amenities. Campinawe is assembled like  
a 3D-puzzle where all panels are interlocking  
to provide structural support and stability while  
dispersing shock throughout.

And...never leave  
anyone behind



We only use wood sourced from 100%  
sustainably harvested sources and  
non-gassing adhesives to reduce our carbon 
footprint as much as possible. Beyond this, 
Campinawe is built to last a lifetime while 
leaving no trace when your journey is over.

When you invest in a camping vehicle, you’re making a long-term  
commitment. What sets Campinawe apart is that it’s crafted from over a 

century of expertise, designed to stand the test of time, and ready to hit the 
campsite the very next day. Explore the Campinawe difference and embrace 

the future with the world’s best crossover camper.



110 West 3rd Street 
Bonner Springs, KS  66012

913.422.0317


